TRIM® E206. For reliability, long life, and stability, E206 just keeps on working where others leave off.

Providing higher speeds and feeds, long sump life, and low use rates, E206 means higher productivity and profits for your operation.

It’s versatile and highly lubricious. E206 has the “guts” needed for heavy-duty machining center work and the wetting and cooling capability for high-speed turning and grinding. Go the distance with long-life E206.

Choose E206:
- extremely stable, superior sump life
- rejects tramp oil for long life without costly additives
- excellent for high-speed milling and turning of most materials
- multi-operational versatility includes heavy-duty broaching, gear hobbing, production, surface and centerless grinding
- highly effective EP additives control built-up edge
- compatible with all ferrous and nonferrous materials
- protects machines, tools, chucks, fixtures, and prevents sticky ways
- fine-particle emulsion gets fluid to the point of cut and reduces carryoff
- replaces straight oil on some types of screw machines
- easily removed with water, working solution, or aqueous cleaners
- easily recycled/disposed of with conventional methods/equipment

TRIM® E206. Long-life Emulsion
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